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Daiki Co., Ltd.-NFTStudio24 Interview video released: Liberal
Democratic Party web3 project team (PT) chairman Masaaki
Taira, member of the House of Representatives

On June 23rd (Friday) on the official YouTube channel “NFTStudio24” (hereinafter
referred to as NFTStudio24)” operated by Daiko Co., Ltd. We have released a video
with Rep. Masaaki Taira where he shares his insights on the future of Web3 in Japan,
his upcoming SBT collection, and support for foreign investors in the local market.

Masaaki Taira on Web3 and Foreign Investment in local market:
Masaaki Taira has been at the forefront of advocating for the adoption and development
of blockchain technologies in Japan. His expertise, vision, and extensive involvement in
the House of Representatives make him an influential voice in shaping the country's
digital transformation.

During the interview, Rep. Taira's shared his perspective on the potential of Web3
technologies, the challenges and opportunities they present, and the role they play in
shaping various sectors of Japan’s economy.



He also shared that Japan is more open to foreign investors. Compared to the heavily
regulated environments in the United States, Europe, Singapore, and Dubai, Japan is
steadily progressing with rule establishment.

“I believe that Japanese politicians, rule-makers, and lawmakers have a relatively good
understanding of the essence of Web3. Therefore, I think Japan is not a bad partner for
entrepreneurs who are planning to engage in business in this field,” he said.

[Video overview]
Release date: June 29, 2023 (Thrusaday)
Guest : Masaaki Taira -Liberal Democratic Party web3 project team (PT) chairman
Video title:自民党Web3PT座長で衆議院議員の平将明氏が、NFTStudio24のインタビュー
に登場

Video URL: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7dTCncuuI4

About NFTStudio24
NFTStudio24 is a channel dedicated to educating and promoting Web3, Blockchain,
and Metaverse to the audience. It is an all-inclusive content channel for people who
enjoy Web3 innovations.

About Daiki Co. Ltd.
Daiko Co. Ltd. is a Japan-based media platform and PR company that aims to remove
barriers to language and country in the Web3, Metaverse, and Blockchain space. The
platform is working towards building a more transparent, inclusive, and user-centered
media ecosystem.

For more information please visit:

Official Website
https://nftstudio24.com/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/nftstudio24
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